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Double quantum (DQ) filtering is shown to lead to an effective
separation of the NMR signals from the para (I 5 1) and ortho
(I 5 2) molecules in solid deuterium. The separation is achieved by
the pulse sequence 90°f–tpr–90°f–tev–90°x–t, where the phase-cycled
first two pulses create the DQ coherence. Two components are
observed after the third pulse; the para signal shows the maximum
at a short time t while the ortho signal reaches the maximum at a
longer t. The observed signal can be expressed as 1

2 ¥I [FI(tpr 2 t) 2

I(tpr 1 t)], where FI(t) is a proper fitting function for the free
induction signal of the para and ortho molecules (with I 5 1 or 2,
respectively). Numerical fits to experimental data at 4.2 and 2 K
show that this method can be used to determine the ratio F1(0)/

2(0) and thus, because the initial value FI(0) is proportional to the
respective magnetization before the pulse sequence, the ortho and
para concentrations in solid deuterium. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR of solid deuterium; double quantum filtering;
ortho and para concentrations.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges in NMR studies of solid deuteriu
the determination of the concentration of ortho and para
ecules. An attractive method would be to observe the
induction signal (FID) and separate the corresponding co
nents in it. Unfortunately, this approach meets conside
difficulties in solid deuterium. The ortho molecules with
total nuclear spinI 5 2, which at low temperatures are mai
n the rotational ground stateJ 5 0, are responsible for a rath
slowly decaying and only weakly temperature-dependent
ponent in FID. On the other hand, the electric quadrup
quadrupole (EQQ) interaction between the para-D2 molecules
with the total nuclear spinI 5 1, which are mainly in the firs

xcited rotational stateJ 5 1, leads to a fast-decaying a
trongly temperature-dependent component (1, 2, 3, 6). The
trong variation with temperature originates from the orie
ional ordering via the EQQ interaction between para m
ules. Also the ortho molecules undergo a weak orientat
rdering because of the interaction with the oriented
olecules.
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According to the Curie law the amplitudeAI of the FID
components is proportional toI (I 1 1). The ortho molecule
have five possible spin states forI 5 2 and one forI 5 0,
which are all equally populated (except at very low temp
tures and high magnetic fields). Since the molecules withI 5
0 give no NMR signal, only the fraction56 of the ortho mole
cules contributes to the ortho component in FID. Hence
amplitude ratio of the FID components of the para and o
molecules is given by

R 5
A1

A2
5

2X

5~1 2 X!
, [1]

hereX is the relative para concentration. If solid deuterium
in thermal equilibrium at a relatively high temperature ($100
K), one-third of the molecules is in the para state so thatX 5
0.33 andR 5 0.2. After cooling down to liquid helium
temperatures the sample starts to approach thermal eq
rium, but extremely slowly. At 4.2 K whenX ' 0.33 the
para–ortho conversion proceeds at the rate of 0.02% per
which in R means only a decrease of about 0.4% per day7).
ThusR is practically constant if NMR measurements take o
few days.

In pulsed NMR of solids, especially at low temperature
frequently encountered problem is the information lost u
the dead time, or the time the receiver of the spectrome
shocked by the strong RF pulse. For example, in solid d
rium the EQQ interaction makes the para component of
decay so fast that the relevant information is lost. Furtherm
there is no universal signal shape which would allow an
trapolation back to the center of the RF pulse. Various met
have been adopted in order to overcome this problem, a
which the solid echo is most popular. Unfortunately, the s
echo does not always reflect the magnetizations of the
and para molecules in such a simple way as the partia
amplitudes or the areas of the different spectral compone
the corresponding Fourier transform (FT), provided that
latter procedures could be carried out reliably. Anoma
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327SEPARATION OF ORTHO AND PARA SIGNALS
behavior of the solid echo in solid D2 was reported and di-
cussed in Refs. (3–6).

The FID method for concentration determination can
utilized in a limited temperature range by using a very shor
intensive 90° pulse and by decreasing the dead time. Un
nately, such improvements lose their advantage at lower
peratures, where the decay rate of the para signal incre
Here we introduce a method based on the creation and d
tion of the double quantum (DQ) coherence, in which
relevant part of the signal is not affected by the dead time
pulse sequence consists of three strong RF pulses: 908f–t pr–
908f–t ev–908x–t, wheref refers to the phase of the pulse. T
first two pulses, separated by the preparation timet pr, create th
DQ coherence (8–10). All of the other coherences are filter
off by a phase cycling. The cycles repeated are {x, y, 2x,
2y} and { y, 2y} for the first two pulses and the receiv
espectively. In our experiments, carried out at the exact
nance, the evolution timet ev was made quite short to avo
nnecessary decrease of the DQ coherence amplitude

hird pulse transforms this coherence back to an obser
orm.

In all of our experiments the DQ signal started from zero
eveloped two maxima (Fig. 1). The most interesting featu

he first narrow peak at a smallt, which turned out to reflect th
population of the para molecules. The ortho molecules
rise to the other, broader maximum at a larger value oft. The
position of the first peak shifts toward largert with increasing
t pr. The maximum itself is more pronounced than the co-
sponding peak in solid echo, especially after short prepar
times, which makes the DQ filtering a very promising tool
the exact determination of the signal ratioR.

2. THEORY

The DQ filtering experiment of spinsI 5 1 after the
described three-pulse sequence was already treated in Re10)

FIG. 1. Comparison of experimental (open circles) and calculated
[8], solid line) DQ filtered signals at 4.2 K witht pr 5 50, 100, and 200ms from

ottom to top, respectively. Only one parameter, the proportionality factA,
s determined by least-squares fitting.
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in the case of strong RF pulses. Below the derivation is pur
to a more advanced point, where the general correspon
between the FID and DQ signals is found. The domi
interaction of the nuclear spins is that with the external m
netic fieldB0 corresponding to the HamiltonianHz 5 2g\B0

¥ I z, whereg is the deuteron gyromagnetic ratio andI z the spin
operator. In usual NMR experimentsHz is at least two orde
of magnitude larger than the nuclear quadrupole interacti
the para molecules. Therefore it is sufficient to retain only
secular part of the quadrupole interaction,

HQ 5 vQ~3I z
2 2 I 2!/3, [2]

with

vQ 5 ~3 cos2u 2 1 1 h sin2u cos 2w!3e2qQ/8\, [3]

here e2qQ is the quadrupole coupling constant,h is the
asymmetry parameter, andu andw are the polar angles ofB0

in the principal axis frame of the quadrupole interaction.
important to notice thatvQ varies with the crystal orientatio
For each crystal orientation the corresponding NMR spec
is a doublet with the separation 2vQ.

In thermal equilibrium, which is assumed to be the in
state of the system, the density operator (1/Z)exp(2Hz/kTL)
can be written asseq 5 bIz, where the constant part is dropp
off as unsignificant. The multiplierb equals\v 0/ZkTL, where
k, Z, TL, and v 0 5 gB0 are the Boltzmann constant, t
partition function, the sample temperature, and the reson
frequency in angular units, respectively. The time depend
of s in the frame rotating at the exact resonance frequencv0

relative to the laboratory frame is calculated from the equa
ds/dt 5 (i /\)[s, H̃], where H̃ denotes the Hamiltonia
expressed in the rotating frame. During strong RF puls
exact resonanceH̃ equals 2g\B1 ¥ I x, where B1 is the
amplitude of the RF magnetic field. Between the pulses
after themH̃ 5 HQ as given in Eq. [2]. The magnetic dipo
interaction between the deuterons in a para molecule is
10 times smaller thanHQ (3, 6) and can thus be ignored.

Next we consider the behavior of the para molecules in
otating frame during the first three-pulse sequence (f 5 x).

The first 908x pulse turns the para magnetization along thy
axis, which means thatspr(0) 5 bIy. During the preparatio
period the variation ofspr(t) is easier to calculate by usi
so-called single transition operatorsI a

( jk), wherea is the carte-
sian componentx, y, or z in the rotating frame and th
uperindicesj and k indicate that the transition between

Zeeman statesj andk is involved (8). The quadrupole Ham
iltonian of Eq. [2] produces the time dependence

spr~t! 5 Î2b@~I y
~12! 1 I y

~23!!cosvQt

1 ~2I x
~12! 1 I x

~23!!sin vQt#. [4]

.
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328 MALMI ET AL.
The second 908x pulse transforms the density operatorspr(t pr)
to

sev~0! 5 22b~I z
~13!cosvQtpr 1 I y

~13!sin vQtpr! [5]

whereI y
(13) is the desired operator for the DQ coherence.

ontribution ofI z
(13) is removed by a proper phase cycling

order to avoid unnecessary decay of the DQ coherence
third pulse is applied almost immediately after the second
The 908x pulse transforms22bIy

(13) into a single quantum
coherence, which varies during the acquisition period as

sac~t! 5 Î2b@~I x
~12! 2 I x

~23!!cosvQt

1 ~I y
~12! 1 I y

~23!!sin vQt#. [6]

The latter term in Eq. [6] produces a signal proportiona
in vQt. Each spectral component, resonating atvQ relative to

the exact resonance frequencyv0, yields its own maximum a
5 p/ 2vQ. According to (9) we call the efficiency of th

pulse sequence, in creating the DQ coherence among dif
spectral components and transforming it into observable f
theDQ transfer function,which in our case equals sinvQt prsin
vQt (cf. Eqs. [5] and [6]). Each spectral component t
contributes to the observable signal by an amount

dSDQ~tpr, t! 5 Ag~vQ!sin vQtprsin vQtdvQ. [7]

ere g(vQ) is the normalized absorption curve of the p
molecules and the proportionality factorA is determined by th
number of para molecules, the receiver amplification, the n
ber of turns in the sample coil, and other experimental fac
When the contribution of all the spinsI 5 1 (para molecules
n the sample is taken into account, the DQ filtered si
ecomes

SDQ~tpr, t! 5 A E
2`

`

g~vQ!sin vQtprsin vQtdvQ. [8]

If the induction signal of the same sample is observed u
exactly identical experimental conditions its intensity will

SFID~t! 5 A E
2`

`

g~vQ!cosvQtdvQ. [9]

By using Eq. [9] and the well-known trigonometric identity
x sin y 5 1

2 [cos(x 2 y) 2 cos(x 1 y)], Eq. [8] becomes

SDQ~tpr, t! 5 1
2 @SFID~tpr 2 t! 2 SFID~tpr 1 t!#. [10]

Thus the DQ filtered signal after the three-pulse sequenc
e
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be expressed in terms of the corresponding FID function
evaluated at shifted timest pr 6 t. It can be seen easily from E
[10] that SDQ 5 0 for t 5 0.

For the present method to be reliable, the RF pulses
ulfill the conditiongB1 5 v 1 . vQ. In the case of polycrys-
talline solid deuterium this condition means thatv 1 . 3e2qQ/
4\. If v1 andvQ are of equal magnitude, the signalSDQ will
contain many terms. The one corresponding to Eq. [7] is

dSDQ 5 Ag~vQ!~v1/F! 3sin Ftp1sin Ftp2sin Ftp3

3 sin@vQ~tpr 1 1
2 tp1 1 1

2 tp2!#

3 sin@vQ~t 1 1
2 tp3!#dvQ, [11]

where F 5 (v 1
2 1 vQ

2 /4)1/ 2. The lengths of the success
pulses aret p1, t p2, andt p3, and the RF field is assumed to ha
the same amplitude during all these pulses. Although the
in Eq. [11] cannot be used alone instead of Eq. [7], it giv
possibility of evaluating the magnitude of the error when
[10] is used. In addition it shows that the lengths of the
pulses contribute to the preparation and acquisition times

Unfortunately, the present derivation is valid only for sp
with I 5 1, when the quadrupole interaction dominates
spectral shape. A similar calculation could also be perfor
for the ortho molecules withI 5 2 if HQ were the dominan
factor determining the NMR absorption curve. Then, instea
sin vQt prsin vQt in Eqs. [7] and [8] there would be a mo
complicated function. Even such derivations cannot be us
the case of ortho molecules in solid deuterium, becaus
magnetic dipolar interaction between neighboring molecul
known to have an important role in the NMR spectrum. Th
fore, when we use Eq. [10] to describe the dependence oSDQ

of ortho molecules on the timest pr andt, the only justification
is its good agreement with the experimental data.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As pointed out above, the derivation of Eq. [10] is stri
speaking valid only for spinsI 5 1. Its validity for spinsI 5
2 was, however, tested empirically in a straightforward wa
comparing the curves calculated from Eq. [8] with a serie
DQ filtered signals measured with different preparation ti
t pr. The absorption curveAg(vQ), used in the numerical int-
gration, was the Fourier transform of the experimental
measured under the same experimental conditions as th
signals. In all DQ experiments listed here the evolution timt ev

was 10ms while the preparation timet pr varied from 25 to 20
ms. As shown in Fig. 1, the calculated curves follow very w
the behavior of the experimental DQ signals. We wan
emphasize that each calculated curve contains only one p
eter, the overall scaling factor, which was equal for both
ortho and the para signals.

A critical examination of Fig. 1 shows, however, that
maximum of the para component for shortt is slightly under
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329SEPARATION OF ORTHO AND PARA SIGNALS
estimated. Thus, it is worth noting that the inaccuracy in F
originating from the dead time, appears in the FT as an o
lating baseline. That happens if the FT is calculated corr
by replacing the unreliable points by zero instead of
shifting the zero time to the first reliable point. In the cas
the very fast decaying para signal the amplitude of the bas
oscillation was much higher than the amplitude of the spec
itself. Understandably, the baseline-corrected spectrum
then contain errors. The most sensitive part of the calcu
DQ curve for possible errors in the baseline correction is
narrow maximum at shortt which is determined by the bro
and weak para spectrum (Fig. 2).

The absorption curves of solid deuterium at 4.2 and 2 K and
examples of the DQ transfer function, with the valuest
corresponding to the two maxima of the DQ filtered signal
shown in Fig. 2. Actually the DQ transfer function is symm
ric relative to the center of the absorption curve, but for bre
we show the curves for narrow and broad maxima on opp
sides of the center. The transfer function witht correspondin
to the narrow maxima of the DQ signals with shortt pr (solid
curves plotted for negative values ofDn) obviously picks ou
the broad component of the absorption curve wherea
corresponding function with longt pr (dashed curves on t
negative side) is effective also under the intense central
This indicates that the separation of the ortho and para si
works better with shorter preparation times. The transfer f

FIG. 2. Solid D2 absorption curves (thick lines) at 4.2 K (a) and 2 K (b)
and examples of the DQ transfer function sinvQt prsin vQt with t pr 5 50 ms
(solid lines) and 200ms (dashed lines). On the positive sidet is long (410–46
ms), corresponding to the broad maxima in Fig. 4, while on the negative
t is shorter (52–236ms), corresponding to the narrow DQ maxima.
,
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tions on the positive side, producing the broad maxima o
DQ filtered signal, have a positive half-cycle under the inte
narrow peak while the oscillations for largerDn values tend t
average out the contribution from broad parts of the spe
Also the separation resulting from this averaging seem
work better with shorter preparation times.

The examples in Fig. 2 suggest that the DQ transfer fun
becomes more selective with decreasing preparation time
is demonstrated also in Fig. 1, where decreasingt pr results in a
decreasing overlap of the maxima. However, it is not pos
to separate the DQ filtered ortho and para signals compl
because both of them start from zero time (cf. Eq. [10]). T
a fitting function, consisting of independent ortho and p
parts, is required for the determination of the amplitude ratR.
For shortert pr there is less correlation between the param
belonging to the different parts of the fitting function. Ho
ever, the choice of the optimal preparation time is no
straightforward because longert pr gives better signal-to-noi
ratio which compensates, at least partly, for the decre
separation of the signals. In order to find the optimal condit
we worked out a brief statistical analysis of a series of
filtered signals.

The good fit of the calculated and measured curves sho
Fig. 1 suggests that the best fit of Eq. [10] to the DQ filte
signal requires only a small adjustment of the best-fit
parameters determined from the induction signal meas
under the same experimental conditions. This is of great he
searching for a proper fitting function, since good candid
for FID can be found in the literature. We tested differ
combinations of three analytical functions. The ortho si
requires inevitably a fitting function, which is able to reprod
damped oscillations in FID. The simplest such function, wi
used in solid state NMR studies is (11–13)

fgs 5 A exp~2at2!sin bt/bt.

A second candidate for fitting the ortho signal is obtaine
replacing the sine function inf gs with the first-order Bess
function J1 (12, 14),

fgj 5 2A exp~2at2!J1~bt!/bt.

This is supposed to give a better result thanf gs if the zero
crossings of the induction signal are not equally spaced
tually, the FIDs show such behavior (cf. Fig. 5a) but
statistical analysis still provedf gs slightly better. For the pa
signal we adopted a simple gaussian,

fg 5 A exp~2at2!,

with only two adjustable parameters. The fitting of the os
lating functionf gs to the para signal proved meaningless s
the strong correlation between the shape parametersa and b
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deteriorates the stability of the fitting process, which is i
cated by a huge increase in their standard errors (fora seea1

in Table 1). The standard error of the parameterb1 (not
tabulated) increased even more abruptly with decreasing
perature.

The FID shapes of solid D2 (X ' 0.33) attemperatures o
2, 3, and 4.2 K were found to be well described by a sum
two analytical curves,

SFID~t! 5 O
I51

2

FI~t!, [12]

here I 5 1 for the para and 2 for the ortho signal. T
arametersA, a, and b of the fitting model are indexe
orrespondingly. The nearly perfect best fits of the modelf g 1

f gs are shown in Fig. 3.The best-fit parameters for alternat
models are shown in Table 1. At 4.2 K the amplitude ratioR is
in rather good agreement with the expected valueR 5 0.2 for
all models listed. However, at 2 K the corresponding resu
clearly underestimates the amplitude of the para signal.

The substitution of Eq. [12] into Eq. [10] gives the fitti
function for the DQ filtered signal,

SDQ~tpr, t! 5 1
2 O

I51

2

@FI~tpr 2 t! 2 FI~tpr 1 t!#. [13]

Two analytical models were tested with Eq. [13]. In the mo
f gs 1 f gs the shape parameters of the para signal proved
unstable but the combinationf g 1 f gs, which was the be
model with FIDs, worked well also with the DQ experime

TAB
Best-Fit Parameters and the Corresponding

Signal t pr Model T(K) A1 a1(kHz2)

FID f g 1 f gs 4.2 5.406 0.06 1176 2
FID f g 1 f gj 4.2 5.406 0.06 1076 2
FID f gs 1 f gs 4.2 5.186 0.08 646 7
FID f g 1 f gs 2.0 7.606 0.30 4506 20
FID f g 1 f gj 2.0 7.306 0.30 4006 20
FID f gs 1 f gs 2.0 7.606 0.50 4506 6500

DQ 25 f g 1 f gs 4.2 4.306 0.06 1076 3
DQ 50 f g 1 f gs 4.2 3.826 0.03 1126 2
DQ 100 f g 1 f gs 4.2 3.786 0.03 1106 3
DQ 150 f g 1 f gs 4.2 3.556 0.03 1066 2
DQ 200 f g 1 f gs 4.2 3.346 0.03 986 2
DQ 25 f g 1 f gs 2.0 8.356 0.08 6006 10
DQ 50 f g 1 f gs 2.0 7.966 0.05 5806 10
DQ 100 f g 1 f gs 2.0 7.656 0.07 5506 10
DQ 150 f g 1 f gs 2.0 7.226 0.06 6206 10
DQ 200 f g 1 f gs 2.0 7.116 0.07 6206 10

Note.The relative standard error of the amplitude ratioR is calculated fr
i-

m-

f

l
in

.

The best fits of Eq. [13], using the modelf g 1 f gs, to the DQ
ltered signals at 4.2 and 2 K are shown in Fig. 4. The midd
urves in Figs. 4a and 4b are shown in the same arbitrary
s the curves in Figs. 1 and 3 but, in order to draw attenti

he varying amplitude ratio of the narrow and broad max
he upper and lower curves are scaled so that all three c
ave equal amplitudes for the broad maxima.
All of the fitting was performed with commercial softwa

sing the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. No weighting
sed. The statistical results are summarized in Table 1
tandard errors are given as error limits of the parameters
tting functions are normalized so that each constant multi
I equals the initial amplitude of the corresponding FID c-

ponent. The best fit of Eq. [12] or [13] to the correspond
experimental data then gives the ratio of para and ortho
centrations in the sample asR 5 A1/A2.

1
plitude Ratios R of Para and Ortho Signals

A2 a2(kHz2) b2(kHz) R DR/R

25.986 0.02 0.9206 0.003 3.3176 0.002 0.208 0.01
25.846 0.02 0.6456 0.003 4.0586 0.002 0.209 0.01
26.026 0.02 0.9246 0.003 3.3186 0.002 0.199 0.01
56.206 0.02 1.2316 0.003 3.6006 0.002 0.135 0.04
56.046 0.03 0.9256 0.004 4.4006 0.003 0.130 0.04
56.206 0.02 1.2316 0.003 3.6006 0.002 0.135 0.06

20.806 0.20 0.8606 0.030 3.2206 0.030 0.207 0.02
17.876 0.08 0.8506 0.020 3.2706 0.020 0.214 0.01
16.696 0.05 0.8806 0.020 3.3506 0.010 0.226 0.01
15.656 0.03 0.8466 0.008 3.4086 0.007 0.227 0.01
14.936 0.03 0.8656 0.007 3.4626 0.006 0.224 0.01
41.006 0.30 1.0706 0.040 3.5906 0.040 0.204 0.01
40.106 0.20 1.3106 0.020 3.4806 0.020 0.199 0.01
37.176 0.07 1.2406 0.020 3.6206 0.010 0.206 0.01
34.336 0.05 1.2296 0.009 3.6726 0.008 0.210 0.01
33.106 0.04 1.2616 0.009 3.7546 0.007 0.215 0.01

R/Ru # uDA1/A1u 1 uDA2/A2u.

FIG. 3. Best fits of the modelf g 1 f gs to the FIDs at temperatures 4.2
and 2 K from bottom to top, respectively.
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331SEPARATION OF ORTHO AND PARA SIGNALS
In principle, both the FID and the DQ methods should g
equal initial amplitudes. However, the DQ method yie
somewhat lower absolute values forAI , except forA1 at 2 K,
where the FID method fails. In the DQ experiment bothA1 and
A2 decrease with increasing preparation timet pr. Also the
amplitude ratioR varies but the relative changes are sma
and more random in nature.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the pulse sequence 908f–t pr–90°f–tev–
908x–t, consisting of three strong RF pulses (v1/2p ; 80 kHz),
can be used to excite and detect DQ coherence in solid D2. The
detected signal is well interpreted in terms of the FID sh
functions, evaluated at shifted timest pr 6 t (Eq. [13]). The
orresponding amplitudes offer a promising method for d
ining the ratio of the para and ortho NMR signal amplitu
nd thus also the para concentration (cf. the last two colu

n Table 1). At 4.2 K the FID and DQ filtering methods c
ave a comparable success in the concentration determin

f the 90° RF pulse and the spectrometer dead time are
owever, at 2 K the DQ method is already clearly better
xamination of Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that in the case o
Q experiment the statistical error of the fit can be diminis

FIG. 4. Best fits of Eq. [10] using the modelf g 1 f gs to the DQ filtered
ignals at 4.2 K (a) and 2 K (b). The preparation timest pr are 200, 100, and 5

ms from bottom to top. The middle curves in (a) and (b) have the same s
as in Figs. 1 and 3 but the other curves are scaled so that the broad m
have equal amplitudes.
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e
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by increasing the number of averaged signals, which is
possible when using FIDs. Contrary to the FID method the
filtering seems to become more reliable with decreasing
perature, which provides an even more effective way to
crease the signal-to-noise ratio.

Although the DQ filtered para signal becomes stronger
sharper with decreasingt pr the lowest relative error ofR is
found whent pr ; 150ms. This is probably due to the increas
signal-to-noise ratio with increasingt pr. However, the expecte
value of R is best reproduced by the signals measured
short preparation times. Experiments with longert pr tend to
lightly overestimate the para concentration in the sa
lthough many of them give the predicted result within
rror limits.
The DQ filtering method can be used to determine the

oncentration without any calibration, although the use
ample with a known initial concentration may increase a
acy. In order to measure very low para concentrations, sa
han 1% (R , 0.004), thestandard error of the parametersA1

andA2 has to be lowered at least by one order of magnit
This should be possible, when experiments are done at a
temperature and more signals are averaged.

5. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental setup was almost identical to that
scribed in (15). The sample was prepared by a slow depos

f deuterium gas on the cold substrate at 4.2 K. During 30
mmol of D2, originally at room temperature, was conden

on an area of about 95 mm2. The thickness of the samp
should be then about 0.5 mm.

The NMR detection was based on an old electroma
which is used for X band ESR measurements and for p
NMR experiments at frequencies up to 30 MHz. Howe
with deuterons this means a resonance frequency of on
MHz. Hence, the resonance circuit of the old setup had
modified. Because the NMR sensitivity of deuterons is
100th of that of protons, special attention was paid to
sensitivity of the resonance circuit. The key words are
inductance and good filling factor of the NMR coil. Beca
our sample was a flat disc, both quantities could be optim
by making a short coil with many layers. Of course, in any
the capacitive coupling between successive turns decreas
helical current during the pulse and also shunts part o
induced signal. In a multilayer coil, however, there is
additional coupling between successive layers which ma
more critical because the voltage difference between neig
ing turns, which belong to different layers, is higher than
voltage difference between successive turns.

In order to satisfy the conditionv 1 . vQ required by th
theoretical treatment we tried to make the 90° pulse as sh
possible. The high power in combination with a relatively h
inductance brought up an additional problem, namely spa
of the circuit. In a series resonance circuit a high induct

ng
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results in a high quality factorQ 5 v 0L/R, which in turn
results in a high voltage over the reactive components.
ideal circuit the maximum voltage over the capacitor as we
over the coil isQ times the amplitude of the pulse. That lim
the usage of a multilayer coil where the first and last turns
be relatively close to each other. It is also worth noting
although the capacitance decreases with increasing induc
the physical size of the capacitor must be increased beca
the sparking problems.

Our rough optimization procedure resulted in a monol
coil with 60 turns followed by a cylindrical capacitor w
about 3-mm-thick Teflon insulation between the cylinders.
coil was about the same size as in [(15), Fig. 1], 14 mm in
diameter and 15 mm in length, but the capacitor was
compared to that in the figure, about 10 mm in diameter
over 100 mm in length. Also the connection to the capa
was different. The outer cylinder was grounded to the o
conductor of the NMR cable and the wiring from the coil to
inner cylinder of the capacitor was covered by about 1-
thick Teflon insulation. A 46-V resistor was used for impe
ance matching.

TheQ value of that circuit was about 20 and the maxim
pulse amplitude, which did not produce any sparking,
about 140 V. The sparking in such conditions is not surpri
because 20z 140 V 5 2.8 kV. However, it was a bit amazin
that while testing the last version of the circuit in air we fo
that the electric discharge did not appear over the co
through the insulation in the capacitor but just from the co
open air.

In all of the experiments reported here only 90° pulses
a length of 3ms were used and the number of averaged sig

as 64 at 4.2 K and 32 at 3 and 2 K. The relatively l
pin–lattice relaxation timeT1 5 8.6 s (measured at 4.2

limited the number of averaged signals. To be sure tha
sample is relaxed when the pulse sequence starts we s
repetition time to 30 s, which was also kept constant durin
whole series of experiments. Before fitting, all of the sig
were normalized with respect to the number of averaged
nals and the receiver gain of the spectrometer but the effe
the temperature on the amplitude was left as such.

In order to fulfill the conditions assumed in the theory thx
component of the quadrature-detected signal was tuned
fully to zero. Unfortunately in the case of an electromag
there is always some drift in the magnetic field appearing
curvature in thex component. If it is possible to tune one of

uadratic components to zero the signal can be express

y 5 f~t!cos~Dvt 1 f! and x 5 f~t!sin~Dvt 1 f!,

where f(t), Dv, and f are the amplitude of the rotati
magnetization, the offset in angular frequency units, and
deviation of the receiver phase from they axis in the rotatin
rame, respectively. If the tuning is only slightly out of bala
an
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e can assume thatf(t) is still the desired signal in the D
xperiment. The easiest way to extractf(t) from the quadrati
omponents is to make use of the formula=x2 1 y2. Unfor-
unately this may result in an increased amplitude of the
here the sign of the signal is determined by noise. In ord
void this problem we used another method.
The phase angleDvt 1 f is equal to arctan(x/y), which

gives a nice straight line for those parts of the signal w
y @ x (Fig. 5). After computing the linear regression to t
part we can extendDvt 1 f over the whole signal and extra
f(t) from the y component. Moreover, the linear behavior

rctan(x/y) proves that thex component does not contain a
information, which is not tested when using the formulaf(t) 5
=x2 1 y2. In order to apply the arctan(x/y) method one ha
to keep in mind that the tuning must not deviate too far f
the ideal, since the division ofy by cos(Dvt 1 f) results in a
large scatter of the corrected signal if the value of the argu
starts to approach6p/2.

FIG. 5. Thex (open circles) andy (solid circles) components of a sligh
nbalanced FID (a) and the linear regression ofDvt 1 f (straight line) to
rctan(x/y) (open circles) in a selected range of the FID (b). The correl

coefficient of the fit, as high as 0.98, indicates that the absorption cu
symmetric and no information is lost when using this method for the p
correction.
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